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Details of Visit:

Author: Kerouac15
Location 2: Manchester
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 11 Aug 2011 13.00
Duration of Visit: 2 hrs
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Kate
Website: http://curvaceouskate.escort-site.com
Phone: 07564749474
Notes: Formerly of Worcester

The Premises:

Nice city centre apartment.

The Lady:

39 yrs, 5'7", attractive, longish red hair, curvy. A very nice and friendly, confident girl.

The Story:

Kate was touring to Manchester and I took advantage of her 2 hours for ?200 offer. All arranged
very easily, with a couple of e-mails and a phone call.
As it was a longish booking decided to start with a cup of tea and a chat, I didn't get to drink much of
it though! Started off kissing on the settee, lot's of nice full on snogging. There then followed a blur
of pretty much non-stop action. Kate straddling me, on with a condom, pulling her knickers to one
side and slipping it in, then moving onto standing doggy bent over the settee. Eventually moving
into the bedroom, for some RO, then more sex, enventually finishing with a BJ. Kate is very noisy,
which I love and seems to suffer from a sort of sexual tourettes when close to orgasm.
We then laid there chatting for a while, and then she seemed to be getting interested again. I don't
normally bother with a second round, but said I'd have a go and there then followed yet more sex
with Kate on top, I didn't manage to cum again, but it was a lot of fun trying.
We then retired to the lounge for another cup tea, a nice end to what had been an excellent
session.
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